
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA : Case Nos. 3:11CR192 (JCH) and
 : 3:13CR65 (JCH)

v.  :
 :

KWAME NKRUMAH : August 29, 2013
a.k.a. Roger Woodson :

GOVERNMENT’S SENTENCING MEMORANDUM

The United States submits this memorandum to aid the Court in the upcoming sentencing

of the defendant, Kwame Nkrumah (the “defendant” or “Nkrumah”), which is scheduled for

September 12, 2013, at 11:30 a.m.  On May 14, 2013, Nkrumah entered guilty pleas in two

separate mortgage fraud prosecutions: conspiracy to commit mail, wire, and bank fraud

3:11CR192, and conspiracy to commit mail and wire fraud in 3:11CR65.  As this memorandum

explains, while Nkrumah’s conduct was distinct in each conspiracy, together they demonstrate

that he was and is a hardened criminal whose prior lengthy prison sentences did not deter him

from committing the instant, serious frauds.  Accordingly, the government believes a Guideline

sentence at or near the top of the parties’ agreed-upon range of 46 to 57 months is necessary to

effectuate the purposes of 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a), particularly those of specific deterrence, just

punishment, protecting the public from further crimes of the defendant, and promoting respect

for the law. 

I. Offense Conduct and Relevant Conduct

The Pre-Sentence Report (“PSR”) and the stipulation in the parties’ plea agreement

accurately summarize the defendant’s offense and relevant conduct, and the government will not

restate them here.  See PSR ¶¶ 6-35; Plea Agmt. at 12-13.  As summarized in Exhibit 1,

Nkrumah’s conduct in these cases extended to seven fraudulent transactions over a six-month

time period.  He helped obtain over $1.7M in fraudulent mortgages that resulted in a losses of

over $1.2M.  See Ex. 1.  Through his crimes, Nkrumah obtained more than $113,000 in illicit

proceeds.  Id.
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II. The Guidelines Calculation

A.  The Plea Agreement and PSR

In the parties’ plea agreement, the government and Nkrumah stipulated that the

applicable Guideline offense level is 21.  Under the Sentencing Guidelines effective November

1, 2012, the parties agreed that the grouping rules of U.S.S.G. Ch. 3 Pt. D applied and that the

two counts of conviction should be grouped under U.S.S.G. § 3D1.2(d).  The base offense level

for conspiracy to commit mail, wire, and bank fraud under U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1(a) is 7.  Sixteen

levels are added under U.S.S.G. § 2B1.1(b)(1)(I) because, as the parties agreed in the plea

agreement, the loss reasonably foreseeable to Nkrumah exceeded $1,000,000.  Plea Agmt. at 6,

12 ¶ 6, 13 ¶ 3.  

For 3:11CR192 (JCH), three levels are added under U.S.S.G. § 3B1.1(b) because the

defendant was an organizer, leader, manager, or supervisor in that offense.  For 3:13CR65

(JCH), two levels are subtracted under U.S.S.G. § 3B1.2(b) because the defendant played a

minor role in that offense.  See U.S.S.G. § 3D1.3 appl. n.3 (“Determine whether the specific

offense characteristics or adjustments from Chapter Three, Parts A, B, and C apply based upon

the combined offense behavior taken as a whole.” (emphasis added)); see also United States v.

Eng, 14 F.3d 165, 170-71 (2d Cir. 1994) (directing sentencing courts to “consider more than just

a defendant’s conduct on a particular count” in assessing role adjustments).  With a three-level

reduction for prompt acceptance of responsibility under U.S.S.G. § 3E1.1, the parties agreed that

the total adjusted offense level is 21.  Plea Agmt. at 6. 

The PSR found, and the government agrees, that the defendant is a criminal history

category III.  PSR ¶ 64.1  Thus, Nkrumah’s resulting advisory Guidelines range is 46 to 57

1  The PSR indicates that the defendant was convicted in 1994 of two counts of arson in the first
degree and received a 25 year sentence for each count, to be served concurrently.  PSR ¶ 62.  To the
extent this Court determines that the defendant is eligible for one additional criminal history
category point under U.S.S.G. § 4A1.1(e), thereby resulting in a total of seven criminal history
category points and a Criminal History Category IV, the government would move for a departure
under United States v. Fernandez, 443 F.3d 19 (2d Cir. 2006), and the parties’ plea agreement to
reduce the defendant’s criminal history to Criminal History Category III.
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months in prison and an effective supervised release term of two to five years.  Id. ¶¶ 82, 84.

III. Application of Factors Under 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)

Section 3553(a) provides that the sentencing “court shall impose a sentence sufficient,

but not greater than necessary, to comply with the purposes set forth in paragraph (2) of this

subsection,” and then sets forth seven specific considerations:

(1) the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and
characteristics of the defendant;

(2) the need for the sentence imposed— 
(A) to reflect the seriousness of the offense, to promote respect

for the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense;
(B) to afford adequate deterrence to criminal conduct;
(C) to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant;

and
(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational

training, medical care, or other correctional treatment in the most
effective manner; 

(3) the kinds of sentences available;
(4) the kinds of sentence and the sentencing range established [in the

Sentencing Guidelines];
(5) any pertinent policy statement [issued by the Sentencing Commission];
(6) the need to avoid unwarranted sentence disparities among defendants with

similar records who have been found guilty of similar conduct; and 
(7) the need to provide restitution to any victims of the offense.

Here, a thorough review of the § 3553(a) factors counsels that a Guidelines sentence at or

near the top of the 46 to 57 months in prison is appropriate and just.  

3
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A.  Nkrumah’s Lengthy Criminal History, Including Multiple Convictions for
Crimes of Violence and Controlled Substances, Justify a Sentence at or Near
the Top of the Guideline Range.

As the PSR indicates, Nkrumah, who is 57 years old, has a lengthy criminal record that

spans four decades and that began when he was approximately 15 years old.  According to the

PSR, Nkrumah has already amassed 10 prior criminal convictions.  PSR ¶¶ 54-63.  These

convictions range from relatively minor offenses, including using a motor vehicle without

permission, see PSR ¶ 54, to a string of serious—and increasingly dangerous—felonies,

including two separate federal narcotics convictions and one set of arson-for-profit convictions. 

PSR ¶¶ 60-62.  In 1979, Nkrumah was convicted after a federal jury trial in the Western District

of New York for conspiring to import and distribute heroin, including receipt of one pound of

heroin in October 1978.  PSR ¶ 60.  He received a sentence of 12 years in prison (of which he

served approximately 4 years)2 and 15 years of special parole.  Id.  Three years later, in 1982,

Nkrumah was convicted in this District for participating in a large-scale conspiracy to import

“pure white Asian heroin.”  PSR ¶ 61.  Notably, his 24-month prison sentence was to be served

concurrently with his WDNY sentence.  Id.  

In 1989, while the defendant was on federal supervised release, the defendant committed

an arson for profit when he burned down 132 Lamberton Street in New Haven, a house he

owned.  Ex. S1 at USAO-00526.3  Law enforcement responders reported that there were several

individual fires in the house and detected a heavy odor of petroleum.  Id.  At the time of the

arson, according to his state presentence report, the defendant was “rehabbing houses ‘under-the-

table.’”  Id. at USAO-00530.  In 1994, the defendant was tried and convicted for two counts of

2  According to his state presentence report filed under seal as Exhibit S1, Nkrumah was sentenced
to 12 years on October 7, 1982 and was discharged four years later on October 10, 1986.  He was
on parole until April 12, 1990.  See Ex. S1 at USAO-000529.

3  In a decision concerning the arson case, the Connecticut Supreme Court noted that the defendant
“was in the business of buying, renovating and reselling real estate.”  State v. Roger Woodson, 629
A.2d 386, 388 (Conn. 1993).  “He claimed to own several properties with his mother,” including the
house at 132 Lamberton Street.  Id.

4
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arson in the first degree and one count of insurance fraud.  In the state’s presentence report

written in connection with these convictions, the probation officer observed that Nkrumah

appears before the Court with a lengthy felony and misdemeanor record.  It is of note
that the offender, although sentenced in 1982 to twelve years incarceration for illegal
narcotic trafficking, only spent four years behind bars and of note, too, the offender
currently has a Violation of Federal Probation charge pending against him.  It would
seem apparent that neither probation nor the length of time the offender has spent in
both state and federal incarceration facilities have acted as a catalyst to change his
behavior.  The offender’s behavior appears to be motivated by greed and to make
quick money without hard work for same.  It is therefore felt that a considerable
amount of incarceration time is warranted . . . .

Ex. S1 at USAO-000531.  Nkrumah received a 25 year sentence on each count, to be served

concurrently.4  While Nkrumah was serving this sentence, he received nine disciplinary actions

for gambling, causing disruption, disobeying a direct order, contraband Class B, violation of unit

rules, fighting and interfering with safe security.  He received a total of 36 days in punitive

segregation and 30 days loss of good time.  PSR ¶ 62; Ex. S2.

The defendant was released from state custody on September 1, 2004 and was discharged

on parole until April 3, 2009.  PSR ¶ 62; Ex. S3.  The 2006 and 2007 conduct in the instant case,

therefore, occurred while Nkrumah was under state parole.  

It appears that approximately one month after the defendant came off of parole, on May

4, 2009, the defendant was charged with breach of peace and threatening.  According to police

reports, the defendant got into a verbal altercation with a tenant at 218 Spring Street in New

4  In reviewing the defendant’s challenge to his arson and insurance fraud sentence, a three-
judge state court panel emphasized the defendant’s prior criminal history as well as the seriousness
of his conduct:

[W]e find a multiplicity of prior offenses in two states and in federal and state courts. 
We note that the probation that the petitioner is presently on from federal court
shows that he was convicted of a sale of narcotics that involved the importation and
distribution of heroin from Thailand into the city of New Haven.  Further as the trial
court noted, the danger to the firefighters entering a burning building was extreme
which indicated the petitioner had an indifference to human life that was based upon
a quest for an insurance profit.

Ex. 7 at 2-3.  

5
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Haven.  PSR ¶ 62; Ex. S4.  The defendant claimed that he owned the property and tried to collect

rent from the tenant.  When the tenant refused and indicated that he had already paid his rent, the

defendant is reported to have said in a threatening manner:  “I’ll get my nephew up here to get

the rent out of you, you get what I mean.”  Ex. S4.  The defendant then reportedly told the

tenant: “you don’t want any part of me . . . you don’t want to go down that road with me son I’ve

already lived that life[.]  I was an American gangster, I’ve been in Federal Prison and you don’t

want any part of that with me, you get what I’m saying.”  Id.  For this incident, the defendant

plead guilty to two misdemeanor counts and received a suspended jail sentence and a two year

conditional discharge.  PSR ¶ 62.

Nkrumah’s criminal history spans four decades in two different states and encompasses

both federal and state convictions.  Indeed, it appears that, had the instant crimes been crimes of

violence, he might have been eligible—by virtue of his narcotics and arson convictions—for

career offender status under the Sentencing Guidelines. 

More troubling is the fact that Nkrumah has a demonstrated history of committing crimes

while under court supervision.  The defendant committed arson and insurance fraud while under

federal court supervision for his narcotics distribution convictions.  And the instant convictions

were committed while the defendant was under probation from his arson and insurance fraud

convictions.  Despite long periods of incarceration, the defendant appears to have been

undeterred from committing further criminal conduct.  Indeed, over 20 years ago, the state

probation officer remarked of Nkrumah: “It would seem apparent that neither probation nor the

length of time the offender has spent in both state and federal incarceration facilities have acted

as a catalyst to change his behavior.  The offender’s behavior appears to be motivated by greed

and to make quick money without hard work for same.”  As his pleas in the current case attest,

this statement remains powerfully true today.  Accordingly, a sentence at or near the top of the

Guideline range of 46 to 57 months in prison would properly account for Nkrumah’s long and

serious criminal history.

6
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B. The Serious Nature and Circumstances of Nkrumah’s Crimes Also Weighs
in Favor of a Top-of-the-Range Guideline Sentence.

In the context of Nkrumah’s extensive criminal history, his participation in two

overlapping mortgage fraud conspiracies—both committed while he was on state probation—is

all the more serious.  While his crimes in this case, unlike his prior felonies, did not involve

violence or threats of force, they nevertheless reflect his long connection with fraud associated

with New Haven real estate.  See Ex. S1 at USAO-00530 (noting that, in connection with the

1989 arson of 132 Lamberton Street, New Haven, Nkrumah was “rehabbing houses ‘under-the-

table.’”).  And notably, the defendant’s conduct in the 3:11CR192 conspiracy reflected cunning

and attention to detail and featured multiple fake documents and false representations.  None of

the fraudulent transactions involved in this conspiracy was executed in the same way.  See PSR

¶¶ 8-30.  In fact, each transaction involved different methods, whether it was a false down

payment, a secret contract addendum, or out-of-closing payments to co-conspirators.

Thus, for example, in the 3:11CR192 conspiracy, Nkrumah used contract addenda that

effectively lowered the selling price of a house.  See PSR ¶¶ 10, 12; Exs. 3, 4.  He also used fake

documents, including false leases, in support of his crime.  See PSR ¶ 13; Ex. 5 (listing as

purported witness “Oshkosh Garun”).  At or after closing, Nkrumah paid thousands of dollars

under the table to his co-conspirators, including Ronald Hutchison and Jacques Kelly.  See

PSR ¶¶ 21, 29; Ex. 6.  He used his then-fiancé as a straw seller as part of the scheme to funnel

the fraudulently obtained proceeds back to him.  See PSR  ¶¶ 16, 20, 23, 28.  In all, Nkrumah

enriched himself of over $113,000.  Id. ¶¶ 15, 20, 28.5 

In contrast, in the 3:13CR65 conspiracy, Nkrumah provided seven fraudulent

employment verifications for Individual #1 to purchase multiple properties in New Haven.  

Nkrumah falsely represented to mortgage lenders that Individual #1 worked at All World Realty

5  Accordingly, the government respectfully requests that a forfeiture order in the amount of
$113,080.41 be entered as part of Nkrumah’s judgment.  See Ex. 1 (“Gain”).  The higher forfeiture
amount cited in the plea agreement is incorrect because of a mathematical error.

8
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Enterprises, a company Nkrumah owned and operated.  Nkrumah provided the verifications in

both verbal and written form.  See PSR ¶¶ 31-35.  Individual #1 obtained the mortgages, the

houses went into foreclosure, and the losses stemmed from this conspiracy exceeded $600,000. 

See Ex. 1.  Although the government has no information that Nkrumah personally profited from

his participation in the 3:13CR65 conspiracy, his conduct in these scheme is different from his

leadership role in the 3:11CR192 conspiracy.  In the former, Nkrumah acted as a verifier for

others, while in the latter, he acted as the agent/seller for the transactions.  Yet both schemes

evidence Nkrumah’s familiarity with the loan origination process and the myriad ways he was

able to successfully defraud mortgage lenders.

C.  The Sentence Must Promote Respect for the Law, Provide Just Punishment,
and Protect the Public.

A sentence at or near the top of the 46 to 57 month range would also serve to further §

3553(a)’s goal of providing just punishment for Nkrumah and promote the public’s and victims’

respect of the law.  In addition, such a Guideline sentence would help protect the public from

any further crimes from Nkrumah after he is released because he has a demonstrated pattern of

recidivism.  Conversely, a below-Guidelines sentence or a sentence at or near the bottom of the

Guideline range would send the opposite message: that a serial criminal offender who

participated in two mortgage fraud conspiracies can nevertheless get a relatively lenient sentence

despite failing to learn from his past conduct and terms of incarceration.  Such a sentence would

not be sufficient to serve § 3553(a)’s purposes and in fact would undermine them.

D.  A Sentence at or Near the Top of the Guideline Would Specifically Deter
Nkrumah From Committing Further Crimes and Provide Important
General Deterrence.

There can be little question that Nkrumah needs specific deterrence from committing any

further crimes.  In that vein, not only is a term of imprisonment at or near the top of the

Guideline range appropriate, but a maximum term of supervised release—5 years—would also

be proper given the defendant’s past conduct. 

9
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In addition, a Guideline sentence here would provide general deterrence to those who are

committing or contemplating fraud, and in particular mortgage fraud.  The need for general

deterrence in this case is much more than just conceptual.  Mortgage fraud, particularly on the

scale and scope that Nkrumah committed, has long-lasting impacts on multiple groups of people

and businesses in the community.  Indeed, in this case, Nkrumah’s conduct impacted not only

the victim lenders, but also the individual homeowners whom he convinced to quitclaim their

houses to him or to sell their houses to Nkrumah’s co-conspirators to advance the fraud.  See

PSR ¶¶ 12-14, 17-18, 22-25.  Thus, those who commit mortgage fraud—particularly those who,

like Nkrumah, have criminal histories—should know that they will be prosecuted and, if

convicted, go to prison for a significant period of time.  

E. Full Restitution is Mandatory and Should Be Ordered.

As part of the plea agreement, Nkrumah agreed to make restitution to the victims of his

crimes to be joint and several with those of his co-defendants. Plea Agmt. at 3.  Pursuant to 18

U.S.C. § 3663A, a restitution order is mandatory in this case.  As summarized in the attached

Exhibit 2, the government proposes that the judgment include a restitution order in the amount of

$2,939.67, to be made joint and several with any other co-defendants who are ordered to make

payments in connection with the listed transaction.  

Although Nkrumah is responsible for restitution in other fraudulent transactions, the

government has determined that, with respect to each of those other transactions, either the

victim was made whole through other means (such as insurance or other remedies) or else the

victim did not respond to the government’s good faith and diligent efforts to obtain restitution

figures from them in connection with Nkrumah’s sentencing.  As such, the government is not

seeking at this time restitution for any other transactions other than in connection with 147 Lloyd

Street as indicated in Exhibit 2. 

10
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F. The Court’s Conditions of Supervised Release Should Help Ensure That 
Nkrumah Does Not Avoid His Obligation to Pay Forfeiture and Restitution.

As discussed above, the government believes that the maximum term of supervised

release following incarceration, five years, is necessary.  In addition, the government respectfully

requests that, as conditions of his supervised release, the Court impose the following:

1. The defendant is prohibited from extending or obtaining lines of credit without

the prior approval of the U.S. Probation Office until his forfeiture and restitution

obligations are paid in full.

2. The defendant is required to provide the U.S. Probation Office with access to

requested financial information, including the financial information of any

partnership, corporation, or LLC in which he has an interest.

CONCLUSION

The defendant participated in two overlapping mortgage fraud conspiracies in spite of his

long and sometimes violent criminal history.  For the reasons stated above, the Court should

impose a sentence at or near the top of the Guideline range of 46 to 57 months in prison, a 5-year

term of supervised release, a forfeiture order in the amount of $113,080.41, restitution in the

amount of $2,939.67 (as proposed in Exhibit 2), and the proposed conditions of supervised

release. 

Respectfully submitted,

ERIC H. HOLDER, JR.
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY GENERAL

PAUL J. FISHMAN
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

___________/s/_______________
DAVID T. HUANG
ASSISTANT U.S. ATTORNEY

11
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DISTRICT OF CONNECTICUT
Federal Bar No. phv02747
david.huang@usdoj.gov
157 Church Street, 23rd Floor
New Haven, CT  06510
Tel.: (203) 821-3700
Fax: (203) 773-5378
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on August 29, 2013, a copy of the foregoing GOVERNMENT’S
SENTENCING MEMORANDUM was filed electronically and served by mail on anyone unable
to accept electronic filing.  Notice of this filing will be sent by e-mail to all parties by operation
of the Court’s electronic filing system or by mail to anyone unable to accept electronic filing as
indicated on the Notice of Electronic Filing.  Parties may access this filing through the Court’s
CM/ECF System.  In addition, a copy of the foregoing was e-mailed to:

Raymond Lopez, Senior United States Probation Officer 

________/s/_________________
DAVID T. HUANG
ASSISTANT UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
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Ex. 1
KWAME NKRUMAH PROPERTIES

BORROWER ADDRESS MORTGAGE CO. Date of  Mtg. Mortgage Amount F/C SALE PRICE Estimated Loss Gain

Ronald Hutchison 9 Fillmore Street, NH Countywide 12/15/2006 $247,000 $50,000 $197,000 $3,100.00
Individual #1 418 Shelton Ave., NH Novastar Mortgage Inc 12/18/2006 $261,000 $57,200 $203,800
Individual #1 451 Howard Ave. NH First Bank 1/9/2007 $290,000 $91,500 $198,500
Individual #1 311 Greenwich Ave., NH Accredited Home Lenders 1/31/2007 $230,000 $27,000 $203,000
Individual #1 73 Lilac St., NH Countrywide 3/29/2007 $251,750 $0 $0**
Jacques Kelly 115 Lloyd Street, NH First Central Savings 4/11/2007 $238,500 $38,500 $200,000 $58,430.29
Jacques Kelly 147 Lloyd Street, NH Sterling Empire Funding 5/14/2007 $238,500 $34,500 $204,000 $51,550.12

Total $1,756,750 3:11CR192 Loss 601,000$               
3:13CR65 Loss 605,300$               

Total 1,206,300$           $113,080.41

* Unshaded properties = 3:11CR192 Conspiracy
* Shaded properties = 3:13CR65 Conspiracy

** No estimated loss because the property burned down after foreclosure proceedings were initiated.  The victim, Countrywide, recouped 
losses through insurance and dismissed the foreclosure action.
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Ex. 2
U.S. v. Kwame Nkrumah , 3:11CR192 (JCH): Proposed Restitution Amounts

Property Address Victim Lender Lender Address
Actual Losses 

(including interest 
and expenditures)

Credits Restitution Amount

147 Lloyd Street
New Haven, CT Fannie Mae

 Fannie Mae
Attn: Accounting

Ref: Loan No. 1703966154 
14221 Dallas Parkway, Suite 100 

Dallas TX 75254

$258,776.88 $255,807.21 $2,939.67

Total $2,939.67
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ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT

Dec 14 06 0918a Ronald Hutchison 845462-2767 p.2

the qLlrcllase Agreement

____________-___
t7ckoi________

described as

Located at the EROPERTY ADDRESS of c1 Fc orc SIr .tc.t

CITY NA Q-L/ STATE_Ct ZIP 0451
This addendum contains the following ADDITIONAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS which are attached

and mqde an intgra1 part of the above Deposit Receipt and JtCEAgreement as

JQIzA. AJlt.e-.tra el CLo

5ELL of Sao

rO-yW--/
0Afr ft

ILt2r O7sLS
Having read the foregoing 1/we the undersigned hereby ratify approve accept confirm
and acknowledge the sa2o be pirt of our Deposit Receipt au1dfrc Agreement

LJITNESS AS TO BiJERsLkJ Date signed by BuyerscUa ao
Sigaciture of

WITNESS AS TO Date Signed
____________
a-

Signature of Selierss tHtLt

This addendum .s part of

Lease attached cntrac.t

dated as of tin piTjday

BUYERs RONALJ
SELLERS Mor.c

on the property legally

Sale Agreement Exchange Agreement

2OD by and between the

and or assigns and
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ADDENDUE TO CONTUACT

This addendum ls part of the Purchase Agreement Sale Agreement Exchange Agreement
Lease attached cbntract

dated as of the /fl//day 2O by and between the

___________________ ____ __________ and or assigns andBUYERs __ ______
SELLERSjJp 0L ___ _______
on the property legally described fn t1

Located at the PROPERTY ADDRESS ofLMor $7csTCITY/p/4_ _______________ STATE Cf ______
This addendum cDritains the following ADDITIONAL TERIS AND CONDITIONS which are attached to

and made an iiitgral part of the above Deposit Receipt
andpErf/aE_Areement

as

follows711 c5//tr TO c1a Frc
eN/c

3/ 5J T- ooo /cautdC1j
L/ dr
51 54 /0 Ayxo4LofAttAai

122A o-t

Having read the foregoing I/we the undersigned hereby ratify approve accept confirm
and acknowledge the same to our Deposit Receipt nnd Agreement

WITNESS AS TO BUiERs./flJ Date signed by Buyers

gnature of

WITNESS AS TO SEJLERS/2i Date Sign ed by

Signature of Sellerss_h1

47SH-07953
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12/05/2006 1332 12033898344 LAW OFFICES PPGt 01/04

041Rental Agreement .nntftvq VS T..I
Co11

051 by ALL-STATE LqCAL suppLy co
Short Fotn.PlaIn Language rennet One Commerce Oriv. Cranfoyd N- .2 O7O

RENtAL AGREEMENT
Rate of this Agreement l9

Tenant The words me and my In this Rental Agreement reter to each Tenant Each Tenant is

separately liable under this Rental Agreement Thc following persons are Tenants name and address es
SHAoot...nirAN.o /t\A4fç

Landlord The words you anU your refer to the Landlord who is name and address esl

FILti.or /-/o--Sj tic

Property agree
to rent from you the Property known as

Fiimot57rnT

Later in this ngreem4nt the rented property will be referred to as Property This rental agreement will be referred

to as 4Agreemcnt

Usc may use this Property only as private dwelling for myself and the following persons

y/lg IMpo.r.o-yr7oJ LoStcay
S. Length of RentaL My rental will begin on J0..1 La 0- YH and end

ojj 7sj-LA.o.r730// .lno9

Rent Payments agree to pay 5/ 000 as rent each fAo Thji will be paid

in advance on the 30 TI/day of each 1V .TN beginning Jt- or7 3o 71 200tr
The total of payments for the length of the rental is

Grace Period If fail to pay the rent within days after it becomes duo and payable am in defaul

UtIlities must pay for all utIlIties used on the Property Utilities Include water gas electricity and oil

TermInating the Rental You may end this rental If do not live up to the tcrms of this Agreement This

Includes payment of rent and all other provisions of this Agreement If you terminate this Agreement you may then

take possesslonas provided by Jaw waive my right to require thatyou re-enterthis Property before taking legal action

10 Damages on flefhult Upon default must pay all of the rent for the rest of the term must also pay all other

outstanding charges in accordanc with this Agreement must pay your actual damage including reasonable

legal fees the costs of re-entering re-letting cleaning and repairing the Property and recovering nil money which

owe you

II Maintaining the Property have examined this Property and an satisfied with Its physical condition

acknowledge that you have made no promises to repair or Improve the Ptoperty agree to keep the Property in as

good condition as It was at the beginning of this Agreement except for wear from reasonable use must get your

written consent to alter or Improve the Property

12 No Assignment or Sublease may not spbease or assign this Property without your written consent

13 Landlord Right of Inspection You may e4iter the Property at reasonable times to provide services or to

inspect repair improve or show it You will
give

tnt reasonable notice of your intent to enter Yoti may enter the

Property without my àonsent in case of emergency

14 No Waiver Landlord You do not walv any rights by accepting rcnt or by failing to enforce any of the

terms this Agreenent

IS Security flepciwit have deposited Ip OO with you as security that will ii ye up to nil of the

terms of this Agreement If do not break any the terms of this Agreement you will return this deposit within

30 days alter the cUd of this Agredxtent You m4y apply as much of the deposit as necessary to reimburse you for

any damages resuitg from my occupancy

16 Sate of Propefly If you sell- the Property you may anign my security deposit to the new owner You must

notify me of this 1ou will then be released of all further liability to me under this Agreement
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17 SuboTdination This Agrczi andiy rights are subject and subordlrirrro present and future mortgages
on the Property You may execute any papers on my bha1f as my attotney in fact to accomplish this

28 InJury or Damage You are not flable for any injury or daznagt which Is not caused by your negligence or
improper conduct will pay you for any injury or damage which is caused by me or others who stay whit or visit

Validity of Agreement If any part of this Aceemcnt is against the law the rest of this Agreement will

remain in full force Yoti have the tight to correct any illegal clause to nake It comply with the law

Parties Both you the Landlord and the Tenant are bound by this Agreement4 All parties who lawfully
succeed to our rights and responsibIlities are also bound

Entire Agreement AU promises you have made are contained In this wrlttcn Agreement ThE Agreement
can only be changed by an Agreement in writing and signed by both you and me

SIGNED A4D AGREED TO BY

Witness

4..twi._

STATE OF CONNECTICUT COUNTY OF $s

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this day 0f

by ...... .........

Commissioner of the Superior Court

II
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AU WORLD REALTY ENTERPRISES LLC 191

KWAME NKRUMAH PRESIDENT
119 VAUXYAVE SItU
MEWKAWJ4CTO6t3

_______
I-it.et-La-4---

TYWebster Bank

tyf z.nm...pYiaso4
ELLboL 2 OIL 000LS00000/

C-

kW
arr..- r-rflftL

PA4292
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Amount $2000.00 Sequence Number 7570446328

Account Capture Date 04/16/2007

Bank Number 21117010 check Number

ALL WORLD REALTY ENTERPRISES isc 192
KWAME NKRUMAH PRESIDENT 51-7DlMltl

179 VALLEYAVE STE

NEW HAVEN ci 06513 oJ

01 21000

.itr 4ZYLs4-e_sL 7aOA-

WebsterBank

//cLL/J sp ___________
2LOOLfl D12
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Amount

Account

Bank Number

$2 000.00

21117010

Sequence Number

Capture Date

Check Number

4870593702

05/21/2007

ALL WORLD REALTY ENTERPRISES U-C

KWAME NKRUMAH PRESIDENT
179 VAllEY AVE STE 13

NEW HAVENS CI 06513 -/7m2o
Oae

sr444 a-it.

Webster Bank

IIOO1 023

237
51-701cv2111

SM..

an

lb

O0DQ 200000

I%J

-a
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ALL WORLD REALTY EN1IRPRISES LLC 236
KWAME NKRUMAH PRESIDENT 5I-TQIG2111

11OVALLEYAVESTEI3

PIEWI4AVENCT 06513

c1c fiLzv $eoc1o
Webster Bank

21LLoAoL 2 0236 O0OOSOOOOO -i

-J

4
OQM -S751 57T
11111k PA 9182S47 I7PX

z-cci-

PA4292
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